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with broad property fuels usage and to
evolve the required technology for their
usage.
The studies summarized herein as-
sessed the impact of broad property
fuela on the design, durability, emis-
sions, and operational characteristics
of combustors designed for wide body ,jet
aircraft engines. These studies were
conducted in two separate efforts. In
the first effort, the General Electric
Company (ref. 1) and the Pratt and Whit-
ney Aircraft Group (ref. 20 conducted
analytical studies designed to estimate
the performance of combustor design con-
cepts operating with broad property
fuels. The reference engine cycles
selected by General Electric (GE) for
the analytical study were those of the
General Electric CF6-50 and the NASA/GE
Energy Efficient Engine (E3# . Tile
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft kP&WA) Group
selected the JT9D-7F and the NASA/P&WA
Energy Efficient Engine ( E31. Combus-
tor performance in terms of combustion
efficiency, pollutant emission and
smoke, and liner durability in terms of
combustor liner temperatures were esti-
mated.
The second effort was an experimen-
tal study (rat. 31 conducted by the
General Electric Company to evaluate the
effects of combustion zone design modi-
fications on combustor performance, pol-
lutant emission, and combustor durabil-
ity while operating with broad property
fuels. This study was conducted using
General Electric's CF6-50C engine as the
reference engine, a 36 0 sec ltor of the
double: annular combustor developed under
the NASA/G.E. ExperimenLal Clean Combus-
tor Program (ref. 4) as a test combus-
tor, and two combustor modifications.
Three test fuels with nominal hydrogen
weight percentages of 12, 13 and 14
were used in the experimental study.
Combustor performance with the various
fuels was judged primarily on the basis
of combustion efficiency, pollutant
emissions (including smokes, and flame
radiation as evidenced by changes in
combustor liner temperature.
The U.S. Customary System of units
was used for primary measurements and
calculations. Conversion to sI units
(Systems International d'Unites ► is done
for reportin g purposes only. In making
the Conversion, consideration is given
to implied accuracy and may result in
rounding off the values expressed SI
units.
Analytical S_ tudy
Contractor s and En g ine Selection
Two contractors were-chasen -for the
analytical phase of this study through
competitive procurement procedure.
'rhey were the Aircraft Engine Group of
the General Electric Company and the
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft .Group Commer-
cial Products Division of United Tech-
nologies Corporation. The studies were
conducted at GE's test facilities at
Evendale, Ohio and at P&WA's test facil-
ities at Cast Hartford, Connecticut.
Each contract was nine innths duration.
Two high bypass axial-flow turbofan
engines with high cycle pressure ratios
were selected by each contractor. The
first engine selected was a production
engine that is currently in service with
the commercial air carriers while the
second engine represents an advanced
engine designed to provide a reduction
in specific fuel consumption and opera-
ting cost.
General Electric Aircraft Groll
The General S1QCtrcCompany selec-
ted the CFO-50C production engine and
the NASA/GE Energy Efficient Engine
(ref. 51. The CC6-50C engine has a
29.46:1 compression ratio, and is rated
at 224kN thrust at standard sea level
conditions.
The GE E3 design is smaller in
sire than the Cr6-50 And represents more
advanced component design technology.
The compression ratio for this engine is
29.80:1 and the rated thrust at standard
sea level conditions is 152kN. Cycle
operating conditions for the CF6-50C and
the E3 engine combustion systems are
presented in Table 1.
Pratt and WhitneyAircraft
Tie Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group
selected the JT9D x-7F engine which is
described in reference 6, and an ad-
vanced Energy Efficient Engine which is
described in reference 7. The JT9D-7F
engine has a 22.3:1 compression ratio,
and is rated at 197kN thrust at standard
sea level -onditions. The NASA/P&WA
E3 engine is smaller in size than the
JT9D -7F, has a pressure ratio of 31.67:1
and contains advanced technology con-
cepts in many of its components. Cycle
operating conditions for the JT9-7F and
the E3 engine combustion systems are
presented in Table 11.
Study Fuels
Jet A and an aviation research fuel
(broad property fuels were selected to
compare the results ofthe analytical
studies. The research fuel was estab-
lished at the Jet Aircraft hydrocarbon
Fuels Technology Workshop conducted at
the NASA bowie Research Center in June,
1977 (ref. 81. The use of this fuel
permitted comparison of test results
from several researchers. This research
fuel allows for a decrease in the hydro-
gen content, 12.8%, an increase in the
aromatic content of approximately 356
and an increase in the viscosity
12.0 mm2/s at 250 0K, relative to the
current Jet A fuel properties, which are
controlled by an average hydrogen con-
tent of 13.8 percent, an aromatic con-
tent of 25 percent maximum and a maximum
fuel viscosity of 8 mm 2/s maximum at
253 0K. The 10% boiling point of
477 0K for the research fuel corre-
I
sponds to a value of 277 0K for Jet A.
Fuel Specifications for referenoe fuels
used in the analytical program are pre-
sented in the C,)ntractor's final reports
(ref. 1 & 2) ,
Conceptual Combustor Des i g n s
A total o, twe ve combustor configu-
rations were analyzed by General elec-
tric and a total of uix combustor con-
figurations were analyzed by Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft. An abbreviated des-
cription of each configuration is given
in Table III. Available combustion data
in the literature oil 	 use of fuels of
various compositio,. .n combination
devices were used to establish and
develop criteria for evaluations or
revisions required in combustor designs
to ccomodate the broad property fuels.
This information was used to establish
the influence of fuel properties changes
on combustor performance and operation
to predict the revisions required in
combustor designs to accomodate broad
property fuels. For a complete discus-
sion of the predictions, see the con-
tractors' final reports of the study, GS
reference 1 and P&WA reference 2.
General Electric Aircraft Group
Tile key combustion system design
requirements selected for this study are
generally representative of the design
r3quirements of both the CFb-50C and the
E combustion systems, although in the
case of the existing CF6-50C engines
less stringent emissions requirements
apply. In most cases, existing designs
were available for these combustors but
in some situations, particulaYly those
involving the E3 engine, these designs
had to be scaled from other engine con-
figurations.
The production combustor and five-
conceptual combustor systems designed
for the CF6-50C engine cycle were anal-
yzed. In addition, six similar combus-
tion systems for the E3 cycle condi-
tions were analyzed. The following com-
bustor concepts were selected for these
studies;
	
Concept 1.
	 Baseline Single Annular
Combustorto	 2.	 Short Length Single
Annular C;ambustor
00
	 Annular p lot Combustor
with Premixing Fuel
Injection
it	 4.	 NASA/Gr, ECCP Doubl e
Annular Combustor
of	 5.	 NASA/GE ECCP Radial/Axial
Combustor
Of
	 Premixing, Prevaporizing
variable Geometry Combustor
The design feature of each of these
combustors are described in detail in
reference 1.,
Pratt & WhitneyAircraft Grou p
The JT D-7F combustor concepts were
designed to meet the requirements of the
current production version of the
JT9D-7F ongiria with no change in t11e
compressor roar frame structure and no
change in engine length. The E3 com-
bustor concepts were designed to malt
the requirements of the NASA/P&WA E-
engine design. Tile compressor exit
d3vao nsions and turbine inlet dimensions
aru typical for this series of ,advanced
engine designs and the maxim in
tion system length for the E concepts
was solooLed to preclude the necessity
of making a drastic change in the engine
frame structure
The production combustor design and
two-conceptual combustion systems
designed for the JT9D-7F engine cycle
were analytically evaluated. 'Three sim-
ilar conceptual combustion systems
designed for The NASA/P&WA E cycle
conditions were also analytically evalu-
ated, The following combustor concepts
were selected by P&WA for this study:
Concept 1.	 Baseline Single stage Com-
bustor
Concept 2.	 vorbix Combustor
Concept 3.	 Premixed Combustor
A complete discussion of the combus-
tor design details, is presented in the
final report of the P&WA analytical
study (reference 2) .
Anal ti^ca ll Predicted Im acts of the
Broad Pl ro t Fu-Mg-
Thermal Stabilit y of Broad Prooert
Fue l
Based on data obtained front the
literature (ref. 2) it is estimated that
in order to minimize: or avoid coke for-
mation in fuel injectors, supports, and
manifolds it is necessary to reduce the
fuel passage temperatures to 3450K
while using broad property fuel.
Experience with Jet A indicates to
achieve the s,.lme condition the fuel,
passage temperature can be maintained at
375oK.
In active fuel systems, the coking
rate has a strong temperature depend-
ence.The reduced thermal stability of
broad property fuels will require a
reduction in surface temperature in the
fuel systems 4unponents of about 300K
to achieve the level of coking protec-
tion currently obtained with .let A.
Rejection of lubrication system
generated heat to the airframe fuel
tanks and the user of variable displace-
ment fuel pumps or returning excess pump
fuel to the air frame,
 tanks are methods
suggested as means of accomplishing this
reduction.
Combus tor
 Liner Heat LoadPr^c taCombustors
`Tie impact on th; performance and
the operating characteristics of refer-
enceengine combustion systems operating
with combustor operating on broad prop-
erty fuz>1.s without incorporating design
modif icat ions wazi c onsidored as the
first study case in the analytical
program.
It was noted as a result ofdata ob-
tained from a literature survey that an
increase in the aromatics content of the
fuel had a substantial impact on the
liter temperatures (ref. 21 . This was
attributed to increased concentrations
of highly luminous carbon particles in
the combustion gases with the increased
aromatic content. This phenomenon is
stated to be most significant in the
combustion zone where the local fuel/air
ratio, particulate concentrations,and
gas temperatures are highest,
A change in fuel aromatic content
corresponding to the change from Jet A
to the broad property fuel was predicted
to produce a 10 to 50oK increase in
liner temperature for existing produc-
tion combustors. The higher liner tem-
peratures experienced by using the broad
property fuel can be reduced to levels
encountered with Jet A by increasing
liner cooling airflows: however, to ac-
complish this, The P&WA Study (ref. 21
predicted that, for the JT9D-7F produc-
tion combustor, the total fraction of
combustor air used for cooling would
have to be increased to nearly 70 per-
cent of the total combustor airflow. It
is predicted that this increase of cool-
ing air could adversely affect combus-
tion stability due to an altered recir-
culating flow structure in the primary
zone, and also that ignition could be
adversely affected because fuel disper-
sion into the vicinity of the ignitor
could be inhibited. Data obtained from
JT9D combustor tests indicate that in-
creased cooling flow and decreased dilu-
tion flow seriously compromise the
ability to control pattern factor.
Also, the additional cooling air has a
quenching effect on reactions, with a
resulting increase in low power emis-
sions.
Advanced Combustor Concepts
As the result of test data obtained
from the literature the analytical
studies predicted that liner tempera-
tures of advanced combustors designed to
produce low emissions levels werz less
sensitive to changes in fuel composition
than production combustor. This was at-
tributed to the fact that the advanced
combustors were designed for lean com-
bustion zone equivalence ratio in order
to produce lower NOx values and con-
sequently they operated at lower flame
temperatures than the production combus-
tors and as a result produced lower
liner temperatures.
Combustor Pollutant Emissions And
Smoke
Exhaust emissions levels, using Jet
A fuel and the broad properties ERRS
fuel, were estimated for the production
engine and the E3 conceptual combustor
designs. The emissions levels, ex-
pressed as emission indicies for the
cruise and Takeoff cycle for GE and for
the takeoff cycle for P&WA and as the
maximum smoke number at the takeoff con-
dition for GE and P&WA, are presented in
Table IV-1 and V-1 for the production
engine combustor concepts and in Table
IV-11 and V-11 tog the E 3 combustor
concepts. Correction factors for the
CO, HC, NOx and smoke emissions, using
broad property fuel, were calculated
using the emissions correlations for
broad property fuels obtained from the
literature (ref. 1 & 2). For each of
the pollutants and for each combustor
concept, the emission levels, using the
broad property fuel, are predicted to
range from 4 to 121 higher than the
emission levels with Jet A fuel. Al-
though in general, this increase in
emission levels is attributed to the
lower hydrogen content and higher final
boiling point of the broad property
fuel, results obtained in reference 2
predicted this increases in carbon mon-
oxide and unburned hydrocarbon emission
level maybe attributable to variation in
fuel atomization as opposed to variation
in fuel chemistry.
In the GE study emission estimates
for the E3
 baseline single annular
CF6-50 and E 3 short single annular,
annular slot, And variable geometry con-
cepts are based on CF'M6 engine test
results, modified, as appropriate, for
residence time, rich or lean burning
conditions, dome velocity, and cycle
conditions. The emission estimates for
the CF6-50C and E3 double annular and
radial/axial concepts are based on the
;NASA/GE ECCP nest results for the ECCP
Phase 11 double annular and radial/axial
combustion systems.
in the P&WA study, the emission
results for the JT9D-7F and E 3 are
based on the NASA/P&WA ECCP test results
for ECCP Phase 11 vorbix and the pre-
mixed-prevaporized combustion systems.
The emission indiries for the E3
combustor concepts are generally lower
than those for the production engine
combustor conch ts.
Also, the E smoke numbers are
much less than those for the production
engine. The E3 is a mixed-flowengine
system= the fan flow mixes with the core
engine flow ahead of the exhaust nozzle,
and the smoke from the core engine is
diluted by the much larger fan stream.
The production engines are separated-
flow engines, and the smoke numbers for
these engines are for the unmixed cure
engine flow.
Experimental Study
Contractor and En g ine Selection
The General Electric Company Air-
craft Engine Group was selected to con-
duct the experimental part of the study
through a competitive procurement proce-
dure. This study was conducted at the
GE facilities at Evendale, Ohio. The
contract duration was twelve months.
The engine used as the reference
engine in this study was the CF6-50C
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engine. Operating Conditions for th at
engine are contained in Table I.
General Electric Aircraft Group Rxperi•
menta Combustor ' D6 , ns
Tae eng ncy
 se. ecte as the reference
engine for the NASA/General t;lectric l x -
perimental study is the C;l,6-50C engine.
The combustion systems evolved .4 ad oval-
mated for this engine were designed to
incorporate improved primary combustion
zone designs that can satisfactorily ac-
comodate Broad Property  Fuels
	 'Testing
was conducted in two phases in the 36
degree uector CM'6-50C combustor test rig(fig. 11. The current combustor config-
uration and three advanced double an-
nular combustor concepts specifically
designed to provide improved smoke and
carbon formation suppression were evalu-
ated in the initial screening phase of
the program. These combustor dosYgns
are shown in fig. 2. The design concept
demonstrating the most promise for meet-
ing study goals was subjected to addi-
tional evaluation in a parametric inves-
tigation,
Baseline combustor
Tile
 OH' OF6 - 90 C engine production
combustor configuration presented in
fig. 2. was used as the baseline com-
bustor.
Advanced besins
'ale three a vanced double annular
combustor concepts, illustrated in
Figure 2, consisted of (1) a concept
employing high pressure drop fuel noz-
zles for i ►nprpved atomization, (2 ► a.
concept with premixing tubes in the main
stage, and (3 ►
 a concept with the pilot
stage on the inside and the main stage
on the outside which is the reverse of
the other two concepts.
Conficuration 1
^` n :.rst advanced combustor con-
cept, the double annular conik,ustor con-
figuration 1, shown in Fig. 2, has the
pilot dome in the outer annulus.; outside
with the main or high power stage in the
inner annulus.Each dome employs thirty
swirlers, which are adaptations of
designs developed during the Quiet Clean
short 4xperimental Engine (CCSriw Pro-
gram (ref. 101. Thirty air atomizing
fuel nozzles are used incorpurating high
pressure air to produce a very finely
atomized fuel spray.
Configuration 2
Co ►i 1gurati '-' n2 shown in Fig. 2
employs premixing of the main stage
fuel. In this design, the pilot is sit-
uated on the out-board side as in Con-
figuration 1 and thirty counter-rotating
swirl cups are employed. Conventional
pressure atomizing fuel injectors are
employed in the pilot. ThQ main stage
has thirty tubular pre-mi.41.ng ducts
which provides approximately 2 milli-
seconds (ms ► residence time for mixing
and prevaporization of the fuel and air
mixture. Single-.gage pressure atomi-
zing injectors and 150 swirlers are
used to provide atomit.ation and rapid
mixing of the fuel an(' air at the for-
ward end of the prevaporizing ducts.
Counter-rotating swirlers of approxi-
mately 350 swirl angle are located at
the junction of the preiaixing ducts and
the dome to add additional air and
mixing. The cguivale,nce ratio of the
mixture in the main stage ciomo is
between 0.5 and 0.6 at high power design
point conditions.
configuration 3
configuration -1, shown in Figure 2,
features reversed main and pilot stages,
with the main stage outboard of the
pilot. Also, the main stage has boon
shortened. Some of the reasons for this
arrangement include:
• reduced main stage residence
time for minimum NON produc-
tion.
•	 quenching of the pilot stage
gases by the main stage un-
fueled air at low power condi-
tions is prevented (sheltered
pilot zone) .
•
	 the liner coaling is reduced
because of reduced surface area
•	 the expected discharge gas tem-
perature profile will more
nearly match the required tur-
bine profile.
in this design thirty QCSEE type
counter-rotating swirlers are employed
in both the pilot and main stage. Also,
both stages use pressure atomizing fuel
injectors.
Because the main stago dame has been
moved aft, cooling air required for the
outer liner and for one side of the con-
tor body has been reduced. This air is
used for dilution at the aft end of the
liner for better pattern factor and pro-
file trim. This minimizes turbine cool-
ing requirements.
Test fuels
in t1►e experimental phase ofthe
study 14, 13, and a 12% hydrogen fuel
blend was used as the tact fuel. 'They
current combustion characteristics of
Jet A are controlled by aromatics con-
tent (25 percent maximum), smoke point
(18 minimum), and naphthalene content (3
percent maximums . However, present
plans are considering the replacement of
one oz more of the above controls by a
mir_imum-hydrogen content, which is
regarded as a more precise and signifi-
cant measurement. Average Jet A today,
has a hydrogen content of 13.8 percent.
The broad property fuel was targeted to
a substantially lower but still realis-
tic level, and was established at 12.8
percent.
The low-temperature properties of
Jet A are controlled by the freezing
point (2338 maximums and the viscosity
at 2539 (8 mm2/smaximumi. The cot-
responding values established for the
broad property fmo l were: freezing
b
40
points 244 maximum; and viscosity at
253K 12 mm /s Maximum. The AP*0ifiC4-
tions for these fuels are presented in
reference 3.
Ex erimental Test Facility anti Test Pro-
cedure
A total of four combustor configura-
tions were tested, including the produc-
tion combustor. A sketch of each con-
figuration is shown in Fig. 2. The pro-
duction CF6-50C combustor was tested to
provide baseline data. One test of each
of the three advanced Combustor concepts
was conducted for screening to determine
the most promising. An additional pa-
rametric test was conducted with tile
most promising combustor. For a com-
plete analysis of the data, see the
final report of the progrant, referenc,-
Experimental combustor Test Results
Tile baseline WM-30C b q rnur was
tested first. The baseline test allowed
that smoke and CO levels for these sec-
tor tests were somewhat higher than for
full annular tests because of leakage in
the rig, however trends with operating
conditions were as expected. Other test
data were not affected. The baseline
burner showed some sensitivity to fuel
hydrogen content with regard to smoke,
NOx (takeoff), and liner temperatures.
Of the four burners Lested t Concept
2 had the lowest NOx levels, a very
clean dome with virtually no Carbon
deposits, lower smoke levels than the
baseline combustor, very low dome tem-
peral.ures and no combustion instability
in the inner liner downstream 
of 
the
premixing tubes. This concept exhibited
hot streaks on the liner down stream of
the premixing tubes, it is anticipated
however, that this liner temperature
problem would be relatively easy to
remedy by the use of hole pattern ad-
jostments and preferential Cooling.
Therefore these high temperatures were
not considered a major problem.
Concept I produced low smoke levels
and showed little sensitivity to fuel
hydrogen content with regard to smoke
levels and metal temperatures. NOx
levels were lower than CF6-50C levels
but higher than Concept 2 levels. These
levels were higher than expected for
this design based on previous teats of
similar designs in the Lxperimental
Clean Combustor Program. it is sus-
pected that these results were due to
the loss of some Nichrome patches on
dilution holes which adversely affected
combustor airflow distribution. The
liners were made front 	 combustors.
Concept 3 produced the lowest smoke
levels and demonstrated that the radial
temperature profile could be inverted by
reversing the pilot and main stage domes
in a double annular combustor. It is
believed that during a portionof the
test with this concept the Elaine was not
seated in the pilot dome as evidenced by
very low metal temperatures. This
design exhibited high resonance values
and the Clam* was unstable. it is like-
ly that the observed resonance and dome
Instability was influenced by leakage
between the three-cop sector and the
test rig side walls. Because of combus-
tion stability problems, this combustor
yielded high CO and some liner tempera-
ture data which aiw not believed repre-
sentative 
of 
this concept's potential,
and thus there data are omitted in the
following figures. it is believed that
a complete set of representative data
was obtained for Jet A fuel.
Concept 2 demonstrated the potential
of a premixed-provaporized design in
ac h ieving low NOx levels and clean
linersand domes. The Concept 1 test
showed that high pressure drop (p P1 fuel
nozzles gave no significant improvement
ove); the low AP fuel nozzles tested
earlier in similar combustor designs.
Data from the Concept 3 test were con-
sidered not representative of the con-
cept's potential because of combustion
stability and resonance problems. Thus
Concept 2 was chosen for the parametric
Hest, Although no refinement or devel-
Cement tests to resolve problems were
conducted on these advanced designs,
they all appear to have potential for
use with fuels with broadened specifica-
tion.-, Dome temperatures for all of the
three advanced designs were extremely
low and showed essentially no effect of
fuel type whereas for the baseline
combustor, dome temperatures were higher
with reduced fuel hydrogen content.
These results are illustrated in Figure
3.
Liner temperatures also tended to
exhibit reduced sensitivity to fuel hy-
drogen content for the advanced designs.
Figure 4 shown trends of liner tempera-
ture as a function of fuel hydrogen con-
tent relative to temperatures measured
using Jet A fuel. As is shown, the
lowest temperatures were not obtained
with the premixed system (Concept 2e.
Previous experience with double annular
combustors, including a premixed system
(NASA/Gr, Experimental Clean Combustor
Prograno, would lead one to expect less
sensitivity for a premixed system than
for a double annular combustor. it is
theorized, therefore, that the fuel-air
mixture at the premixing tube exit was
not as uniform as desired and that this
lack of uniformity influenced the liner
temperature results.
Carbon deposits in the dome regions
were also significantly reduced with the
advanced domes. Figure 5 shows the
baseline combustor post test dome condi-
tions. A light coating of soot is evi-
dent on a large portion of the dome sur-
face and some buildup occurred oil the
swirl cup venturi trailing edges. All
three of the advanced designs had rela-
tively little carbon on the pilot dome
surfaces, Concepts I and 3 had some
carbon on the main stage dome surfaces.
Concept 2, with the premixed main stage,
had virtually no carbon on thee dome As
shown by Figure G. rt :should be y noted
that all of the advanced designs had
prototype fuel nozzles that had a bluff
region between the fuel nozzle and swirl
cup. These bluff regions, which would
be eliminated in product engine desicfns,
had carbon deposits.
Smoke data exhibited the} expected
Trend toward generally increased smoke
with reduced hydrogen content.concept
2, with th* premixing dome, had higher
smoke levels than the other two advanced
designs. This finding is also believed
to be thcs result of less than uniform
fuel-air mixtures at the exit of the
premixing duct. Concept 3 had the
lowest smoke levels measured, Concept 1
also had low smoke lovelu and showed the
least Sensitivity to Noel type. Figure
7 presents some of tht smoke data cor-
relations for the foul, vombustor config-
urations at simulated takeoff conditions.
Only general trends for radial exit
temperature profiles are obtainable in
sector combustor tests. However, it ap-
pears that Concept 3 with the inverted
main to pilot stage shifted the profile
in the desired. direction. For Concept 1
with the main stage on the inboard side,
the profile was peaked at approximately
40% of the radial exit height {peaked
inboards. For Concept 3 with the main
stage on the outboard side-, the profile
was peaked at approximately God of the
exit height.
All of the advanced designs appear
to have the potential for low Nox
levels. Tile increased prow sure los s
nozzles used in Concept 1 did not pro-
vide reduced Ncix relaLive to earlier
full. annular testsof double annular
combustors (NASA/GB' 8,xporimenLal Clean
Combustor Program) although these
results were clouded by the linter hard-
ware problems previously mentioned,
Concept 3 provided slightly lower NOX
levels than Concept 1, apparently clue to
its reduced main stage residence time.
Concept 2, the premixed main stage!
design, had the lowest NOx levels and
the lowest NOx sensitivity to fuel
hydrogen conL°ant, as shown in figure G.
The advansred concepts all had higher
CO levels than the baseline combustor.
This is as exploted, basted on previous
tests, and is a ;.ributeefi to the lean
dome operation of the-s.,
 designs. At
idle conditions th y; alvanced designs
would all have very low CO levels since
only the pilot stages would be in opera-
tion. Fusel hydrogen content was not
found to have a strong effect on CO
emissions as shown in Figure 9.
Combustor performance Trends Observed in
the Campartson of Analytical a- nd L,xE2ri-
mental Studies
The and ytical study predicted that
the increase liner heot load produced by
broad property fubl in production com-
bustors will cause an increase in liner
temperature resulting in deterioration
in the litee of ti ►e liner. P&WA Pre-
dicted an increane in liner temperature
of 10 to 4 goK at takeoff power while
GI predicte d somewhat lower values when
a broad properties furl is substituted
for Jet A. The experimental data indi-
cated. that the liner temperature in-
creasr 35 0K on the dome and approxi-
mately 65 0H on the hutted lo CaLion on
the liner in the production combustor at
cruise condition for changing similar
fuels as those used in the analytical
program.
As predicted in the analytical study
the use of broad properties fuel in the
experimental study resulted in an in.
crsase in smoke and Neax production at
all power lev(.lss and caused increased
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon
emi,sssionA at low power levels.
Vonoluding llomjatka3
The analytical and experimental ef-
forts described in this paper represent
a part of a comprehensive program being
conducted at the NASA Lewis Research
Center aimed at defining the performance
and environmental impacts asuooiote d
with the usage of broad property fuels
for commercial and general aviation air-
craft applicationsa. Additional research
and technology efforts, currently in
progress, arse furthor assessing the
short-term impacts ofbroad property
fuel usage on current aircraft systems,
r.xplorinq moditications€ to current sys-^
teens whioll could lessen the impacts of
broad property fuels, and evolving ad-
vanced fuel systems and combustors op-
timized for broad property fusel usag( l.
Future program activities are planned to
investigate long-team anti rransi.ent per-
formancee effects with these fuels.
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TABLE 1-1 - G.I. CF6-50C Combustor Operating Conditions
maximum*
Idle , ,.^qacba2pt Climb Takeoff Cruise
Percent of takeoff power 6.0 30 . 0 8510 100=0 N.A.
inlet total pressure - Atm. 4.13 11.84 25.78 29.46 11.90
Inlet total temperature - K 477 631 791 826 738
Exit total temperature - K 857 1135 1523 1615 1495
Total combustor airflow - kg/sec 19.3 48.1 90.7 101 42.3
Fuel-air ratio - 9/kg 9.5 13.4 21.1 23.2 21.9
Compressor exit velocity - m/sea 129 149 160 160 149
*Maximum Cruise at 10,670 m,	 0.85 Mach No,
TABLE 1-2 - G.E. E3 Combustor Operating Conditions
Maximum*
Idle Approach Climb Takeoff cruise
Percent of takeoff power 6.0 30 . 0 85.0 100.0 N.A.
Inlet total pressure - Atm. 4.05 11.84 26.00 29.80 12.93
Inlet total temperature - X 488 635 786 819 757
Exit total temperature - K 943 1137 1528 1617 1531
Total combustor airflow - kg/sec 9.66 25.8 49.0 54.9 24.5
Fuel-air ratio - g/kg 11.5 13.3 21.5 23 .6 22.5
Compressor exit velocity - m/sec 127 151 161 163 156
**Maximum Cruise at 9144 m, 0.80 Mach No.
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TABLE TI-1 - P&WA JT9D-7F Combustor operating Conditions
Maximum*
idle Aeeroach Climb Takeoff Cruise
Percent of takeoff power 6.7 3060 85.0 100.0 N.A.
inlet total pressure - Atm. 3665 8.84 19.5 223 9.7
inlet total temperature - K 447 582 735 767 701
Exit total temperature - K 861 1150 1502 1595 1447
Total combustor airflow - kg/sec 20.74 42.04 $3.09 89.00 41,64
rust-air ratio - g/kg 10.9 15.6 22.6 24.8 21.7
Compressor exit velocity - m/sec 108 117 129 152 126
*Maximum Cruise at 10.666 m, 0.8 Mach No.
TABLE 11-2 - NASA/P&WA E 3 Combustor Operating Conditions
Maximum*
Idle Approach Climb Takeoff Cruise
Percent of takeoff power 6..0 30.0 85.0 100.0 N.A.
Inlet total pressure - Atm, 3.97 11.82 27.92 31.67 13.83
Inlet total temperature - K 488 620 780 812 755
Exit total temperature - K 925 1106 1510 1602 1533
Total combustor airflow - kg/sec 10.69 29.85 5751 64.18 28.78
Fuel-air ratio - 9/kg 11.8 13.7 21.7 23.8 23.1
Compressor exit velocity - m/seo 122 142 151 153 126
*Maximum Cruise at 10,668 m, 0.80 Mach No.
TABLE III.  SUMMARY OF HACH ANALYTICAL COMBUSTOR CONCEPT DESIGN
A. G.E. CC6-50 PRODUCTION ENGINE COMBUSTORS
CONCEPT 1: Baseline CFG-50 Single Annular production combustor.
CONCEPT 2: Counterrotating swirlers are installed in the dome and
impingement cooling is used for the combustor liner.
CONCEPT 3: Circumferential row of premixing ducts are used in the
dome, 4wo sets of swirl vanes concentric with premixer swirlers
are employed.
CONCEPT 4: Two concentric burning zones are separated by annular.
centeebody.
CONCEPT 5 Two combustion stages an upstream pilot stage and an
axially displaced mainstage are used.
CONCEPT 6: Premixer cylindrical ducts containing variable swirl
vanes that are concentric with fuel injectors are located in the
dome region of the combustors.
.1
B. P&WA JT9-7 PRODUCTION ENGINE COMBUSTORS
CONCEPT is Baseline JT90-7 single Stage production combu:atw,
 ,
CONCEPT 21 VorbiX two Stage combustor-pilot stags and axi4llr
displaced mainstage.
CONCEPT 3: premix Prevaporized two burningzones with premixinc of
the fuel and air prior to injection in each zone.
C. NASA/G.E. ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE COMBUSTORS
CONCEPT l: Based on most recent G.E. combustor design techr"'logy
combustion system length is reduced from the baseline design.
CONCEPT 2: The length is 3/4 that of the production combustor
design..
CONCEPT 3: Similar to the production engine design, except combustor
system length redued.
CONCEPT 4: The combustor system len g th is reduced from theproduction
combustor design.
CONCEPT 5: Similar to the production engine radial/Axial combustor
design, except a parallel row of cylindrical tube is used for
the premixing duct.
CONCEPT 6: Similar to the produoti;D ,, engine design, except combustor
system length is reduced.
D. NASA/P&WA ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINE COMBUSTORS
CONCEPT 1: baseline OT90-7 bulkhead front end with reduced
combustion
,system length.
CONCEPT 2: Vorbix - Throat restriction between pilot and high power
stage eliminated - reduce combustor system length.
CONCEPT 3: Premixed prevaporized - reduced combustion system length.
TABLE IV-1 - SUMMARY OF COMBUSTOR EMISSIONS PREDICTIONS
Emission indices gm/Kg
G.E. CONCEPTUAL CF6-50C
COMBUSTORS CO HC NOX MAX. SMOKE
(AZ
	
JET A FUEL
BASELINE SINGLE ANNULAR (A)* 0.20 0101 36.5 12.0
(B)** 2.60 0.01 17.8
SHORT LENGTH SINGLE ANNULAR (A) 0.20 0101 20.9 20.6
(B) 1.00 0.01 10.4
ANNULAR SLOT WITH PREMIXING (A) 0.30 0.01 21,7 14.3
FUEL INJECTION (B) 1.20 0.01 10.9
NASA/GE ECCP DOUBLE ANNULAR (A) 0.10 0.01 318.5 10.0
(B) 0.30 0.30
NASA/GC ZCCP RADIAL/AXIAL (A) 3.70 0..10
8.5
18.5 10.0
(B) 21.7 0.10 8.4
PREMIXING, PREVAPORIZING (A) 0.20 0.01 7.70 10.0
VARIABLE GEOMETRY (I3) 1.00 0.01 3.90
10
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BI BROAD PROPERTY FUEL
BASELINE SINGLE ANNULAR
SHORTLENGTH SINGL2' 4NNULAP
ANNULAR aLOT WITH PREMIXING
FUEL INJECTION
NASA/GE SCCP DOUBLE ANNULAR
NASA/GE SCCP RADIAL AXIAL
PREMIXING, PREVAPORIZING
VARIABLE GEOMETRY
A	 0.22 0.01 3610 13.0
B	 2.91 0.01 1815
A	 0.22 0.01 21.6 22.0+
B	 1.12 0.01 10.6
A	 0.34 0.01 22.6 16.5
B	 1.34 0.01 11.4
A	 0.11 0.01 19.3 11.0
B	 0.34 0.01 6.6
A	 4.10 0.11 19.3 11.0
a	 24.3 0.11 8.6
A	 0.22 0.01 6.02 11.0
B	 1.12 0.01 4.061
* A - Taksoll Condition
**B _ Cruise Condition
TABLE IV-2 - SUMMARY OF COMBUSTOR EMISSIONS PREDICTIONS
Emission Indices 9m/Kgm
G.E. CONCEPTUAL, E3
COMBUSTORS CO HC NOx MAX. SMOKE'.
AI	 JET A FUEL
BASELINE SINGLE ANNULAR A* 0.20 0.01 26.6 1.7
B** 0.00 0.01 14.2
SHORT LENGTH SINGLE ANNULAR A 0.30 0.01 20.5 4.9
B 1.20 0.01 10.9
ANNULAR SLOT WITH PREMIXING A 0.20 0.01 21.1 2.9
FUEL INJECTION B 0.80 0.01 11.1
NASA/GE SCCP DOUBLE ANNULAR A 0.10 0.01 17.5 1.2
B 0.30 0.01 9.3
NASA/GE SCCP RADIAL/AXIAL A 3.70 0.10 17,5 1.2
B 16.5 0.10 9.3
PREMIXING, PREVAPORIZING A 0.20 0.10 7.5
VARIABLE GEOMETRY B 0.75 0.01 4.0 1.2
BI BROAD DROPERTY FUEL
BASELINE SINGLE ANNULAR
SHORTLENGTH SINGLE ANNULAR
ANNULAR SLOT WITH PREMIXING
FUEL INJECTION
NASA/GE SCCP DOUBLE ANNULAR
NASA/GE SCCP RADIAL AXIAL
PREMIXING, PREVAPORIZING
VARIABLE GEOME'T'RY
*A - TAkeoft Condition
**B- Cruive Condition
A	 0.22 0.01 27.7 1.8
B	 0.90 0.01 14.6
A	 0.34 0.01 21.4 5.3
B	 1.34 0.01 11.4
A	 0.22 0.01 22.0 3.2
B	 0.90 0.01 11.6
A	 0.11 0.01. 16.2 1.3
B	 0.34 0.01 9.70
A	 4,14 0.11 16.2 1.3
B	 18.5 0.11 9.7
A	 0.22 0.01 7.62 1.3
B	 0.85 0.01 4.17
11
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TABLE V-1 - SUMMI+ RY OF COMBUSTOR EMISSIONS PREDICTIONS
Rmisg ion Indivies qm/Kq
TAkeoff Condition
PWA Q0NQHPTUAL JT9D
COMBUSTORS co 110 NOX MAX. SMOKE
-JAi	 JET A FUEL
SINGLE STAGE 0,4 013 42.4 4
VORBIX 1.0 0.2 13.0 30
PREMIX-PREVAPORIZED 0.7 0,4 7.88 —
(PA	 BROAD PROPERTY POEt,
FINGLE, STAGE 0.4 0.3 48.3 4.6
VORBIX 1.0 0.2 13.0 30
TABLE V-2 - SUMMARY OF COMBUSTOR EMISSIONS PREDICTIONS
Emission Iiidicios qm/Kqm
Takeoff Condition
P&WA CONCEPTUAL
COMBUSTORS co 11C, NOx MAX. SMOKE
.(At ,	 JET A FORT,
SINGLE STAGE 0.4 0.05 31.0 61
V01WIX 0.7 0.15 1910 41
PRB,MlX-PRl-',VAl)ORl ZN0 0.3 0o3 13.8 --
(B)	 BROAD PROPERTY VUHM
SINGLE STAGE 0.4 0.05 32.5 70
VORBIX 0.7 0.15 19.0 45
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Figure 1. - Overall combustor test rig shcwing instrumentation location.
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Figure 7. - SAE smoke number vs. fuel hydrogen con-
tent for the four combustor concepts tested, at simu-
lated takeoff, f - 0.016.
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